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Physics in Nanoworld Biological applications
We combined “MEMS opposing tips” and “TEM” with
atomic resolution and real time imaging”. With this setup,
called MEMS‐in‐TEM, nano‐scaled deformaiton was in‐situ
observed, while unique properties of nano structures were
measured.
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Transportation and reaction measurement of ultra small bio
materials, especially single molecular level, were achieved
using MEMS devices.

From the beginning of MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical Systems), our group has investigated the fabrication
technology and applications of MEMS in the forefront of the field. Currently we focus on MEMS application to
two major research fields, “nanotechnology” and “biotechnology”. In nanotechnology, the combination
between MEMS and TEM (Transmission Electron Microscope) enabled us to study nano physics under in‐situ
observation. In biotechnology, the combination between molecule and MEMS opened a new scientific field,
which cannot be realized by bulk experiment.


